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the third city is a
myth. Even if it was
still out there, it’s
a stopgap.
The sun
expands, the
radiation
spreads…

enough
daydreaming.

When
someone says
that, they never
actually know
what their real
problem is.

Today I teach
my girls to
survive what's
coming, teach
them to pilot the
Helm.
UGH.

They're
too
young.

I was
focused on
looking at the
originator
probes.
No.

We
need a new
planet.
You know
what my real
problem is?

Marik might
have followed you
down the soft path
of the intellectual
dreamer--but our
daughters will be
prepared.

Why not one of the
thousands that were
sent out from The
Vaolkovic Empire?

…but it’s
locked into
an orbit.

Look--this one
went silent thirteen
thousand years ago,
its communicator is
burnt out…

They are
too young to
leave the
city limits.

That's
because it's
a broken piece
of shit.

Or it locked onto
an inhabitable world
and is broadcasting
the location back
through a crashed
communicator.

They will
always be too
young in your
eyes!

And it
left you
inflexible
in your
thinking.

I’m calling
it back to
Earth.

Too young
to bond with
a Helm.

I was also
ten when I began
training--

Even
trained with
the Helm
suit.

While you
focus on
preparing our
children to flee
the city, what of
your oath and
duty?
Good. That’ll
only take a
thousand
years.

Ten
years.
Even if,
through your
preparations,
somehow our
children survive
an exodus--

